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Legal Framework for Public Consultation

Federal Register Act of 1935
• The Federal Register is the official daily publication for rules, proposed rules, 

and notices of Federal agencies and organizations

Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 (APA)
• The APA requires that agencies go through a “notice and comment” process in 

which agencies provide all members of the affected public, both U.S. and foreign, 
with notice of a proposed regulation and an opportunity to comment on it.   

• Before agencies can issue a final regulation, they must respond to the public 
comments, make sure that the final regulation is a logical out-growth of the 
proposal and the administrative record, and is not arbitrary or capricious. 

E-Government Act of 2002
• Requires agencies to:

o publish on a publicly accessible U.S. government website all information that 
the agency is required to publish in the Federal Register under the APA;

o accept public submissions electronically; and
o ensure electronic docketing is publicly accessible via a Federal Government 

website
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Public Consultation: Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (NPRM)

Preamble
• Legal authority for the regulation.

• A summary of the provisions in the regulatory proposal.

• A description of alternatives to the agency’s proposal.

• Solicitation for public comments on the issues raised.   

• Various legal and analytical assessments.

Regulatory Text
• Draft text that the agency proposes be codified in the Code of Federal 

Regulations (i.e., law).

• Allows regulated entities to identify likely costs of compliance, including 
changed manufacturing practices.
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Public Consultation: Responding to Public 
Comments from Stakeholders in the Final Rule

Preamble
• Discussion of changes from the NPRM and why they were made.

• Responses to public comments on the NPRM.

• Various legal and analytical assessments.

Regulatory Text
• The text that will be codified in the Code of Federal Regulations (i.e., law).

Effective Date
• The APA requires at least 30 days from publication

• There are exceptions (including “good cause”).
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Public Consultation: The “Administrative 
Record”

All and only the information that
• the agency relied on to develop the regulation; and

• the courts can rely on during judicial review.

Contents
• The proposed and final regulations.

• Supporting information, data, and research, including RIAs.

• All public comments and notes of public hearings and meetings with outside 
parties.
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The eRulemaking Program

Regulations.gov
• A public website to make the U.S. rulemaking process more accessible, 

participatory, and comprehensible.

• Direct data feed from the Federal Register, the daily U.S. publication that publishes 
all regulatory actions.

• Millions of documents, including public comments and supporting materials, 
available to the public.

• Continuous upgrades to underlying technology to enable rapid and dramatic 
changes to user interface at lower cost.

• Application Programming Interface (API) now available for other users to 
repurpose the regulatory content and create online forms to submit comments on 
proposed rules.

Federal Docket Management System (FDMS)
• The “back end” system agencies use to accept and review public comments and 

manage docket materials.
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eRulemaking: Information Systems
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Governance: Interagency Coordination of 
eRulemaking

Program Management Office: Environmental Protection Agency hosts 
the Program Management Office (PMO).  The PMO manages the IT 
contracts, committee structure, and budget process on behalf of 
partner agencies.

41 Partner Agencies: All major regulatory agencies currently use 
Regulations.gov as their electronic comment and public docketing 
system.

Independents: Some of the independent agencies with major 
rulemaking are not currently on the site, such as SEC, FCC, FDIC, 
Federal Reserve.

“Shared service” funding structure (i.e., “cross-agency”).
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eRulemaking Governance
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Homepage
• Navigate with Search, Browse, 

and Learn
• Commenter’s Checklist
• Connect with social media 

tools and Exchange

Browse up to 10 new categories

What’s Trending uses site data 

Learn about the regulatory 
lifecycle

Search improvements

Regulations.gov: Homepage



Regulations.gov: Docket Page
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Docket Page
• Puts docket materials into a 

“virtual folder” including: 
primary documents, 
supporting documents, and 
comments.

“Comment Now” button is one 
click access to submitting a 
comment.

Shows how many comments have 
been received. 

Compiles relevant data from other 
sites, such as the Federal Register 
and RegInfo.gov



Regulations.gov - Audience
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Improvements to Regulations.gov

“Commenting” and “Writing” APIs now available for other users to 
repurpose the regulatory content and create online forms to submit 
comments on proposed rules.

Upgrade search criteria and create “flags” for certain impacts (industry, 
international, small business, environmental, etc.).

Simplify and standardize document types.

Require the use of Regulation Identification Numbers (RINs).

Build and display lifecycle of a rulemaking–comprehensive data sharing 
between and among Federal Register, Reginfo.gov, and Regulations.gov.

The most redesign in February 2012 improved navigation, search, and layout 
features.
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Conclusions

Build political support by following consultation procedures that:
• are predictable and uniformly applied, and 

• hold regulators accountable.

Consult at a stage in the rulemaking process that is:
• sufficiently advanced for stakeholders to evaluate the substance of a proposal, but

• not too late for regulators to make changes in response to stakeholder input.

Allow all stakeholders (not just insiders) to participate, including:
• SMEs,

• foreign traders and investors, and

• stakeholders geographically removed from the center of power.

Be humble:
• Government doesn’t have all the answers, particularly in an age of complex global 

supply chains.

• There is no shame in changing proposals in response to stakeholder comments.
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